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if you are facing a mental crisis, you can
chant this mantra to recover from it.
this mantra is extremely powerful. if you
say it under the shadow of a tree, it can
help you get the strength to recover
from any mental crisis. it is impossible
for anybody to defeat you if you chant
this mantra. lord kubera, as a merchant,
offers a toll-free service. he represents
the merchant that any business person
can trust. he is a god of wealth and
good fortune, and of course, he is also
an intermediary. he is the wise god and
the lord of wealth. he is a god that
attracts wealth into one's life, and he
holds his hands towards all that have a
problem with money. kubera is an all-
powerful deity, and you can chant his
powerful mantra of wealth to solve all
your monetary problems. also, he can
help you solve your relationship
problems with your partner. those who
do not believe in this mantra and who
do not have a regular and disciplined
schedule will quickly succeed. however,
those who do not go to the temple or
who are not faithful in their religion will
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not succeed unless they have good
intentions. when you chant the akhila
namaha sri kubera gayatri mantra 100
times, you will acquire a gem of blue
hue called vishnu kanti swaroopa which
is the most sacred and powerful weapon
against all types of troubles you may
come across in your life. after chanting
the entire mantras, reflect on the
thoughts and words that came to your
mind. if necessary, you can be
meticulous and correct any wrong
thoughts or words that came to your
mind. this is how you can enhance the
power of this mantra.
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